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Responding to the IPCC Special Report on 1.5°C

• Are we nearly there yet? And how fast can we stop?

• The moral hazards of social geo-engineering.

• How the fossil fuel industry could help solve climate 
change.



How close are we to 1.5°C?

Figure SPM.1 of SR1.5



Monthly global mean surface temperature from four available 
published and peer-reviewed datasets: what is the climate today?
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Changes in the global energy balance determine the timing of 
human-induced and natural changes in global temperatures
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Solar variability

Explosive volcanoes

Greenhouse gases and aerosols



Observed warming (not models) used to estimate the magnitude of 
human-induced and natural changes in global temperatures
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Anthropogenic global warming has reached 1°C (±0.2°C), and is 
increasing at 0.2°C (±0.1°C) per decade

1.0°C

Global warming relative to 1850-1900 (°C)



Global warming is likely to reach 1.5°C between 2030 and 2052 if it 
continues to increase at the current rate

1.5°C



Does this mean “12 years to climate chaos”?



First: we don’t have 12 years...



Second: we likely won’t reach 1.5°C by 2030



We need more straightforward communication 
about the meaning of “climate emergency”



So what will it take to limit warming to 1.5°C?
We have about 20 years to 1.5°C at the current rate



Which means we have 40 years to reduce warming 
rate to zero, if we start now and brake steadily



Which means we have 40 years to reduce warming 
rate to zero, if we start now and brake steadily

Climate 
“braking 
distance”



So how can it be done? Four illustrative emission pathways 
giving 50-66% chance of limiting warming to 1.5°C in 2100

P1: … social, 
business and 
technological 
innovations result 
in lower energy 
demand up to 
2050 …

P2: … a broad 
focus on 
sustainability … 
with limited 
societal 
acceptability for 
BECCS. 

P3: … changing 
the way in which 
energy and 
products are 
produced, and 
[some] 
reductions in 
demand.

P4: … 
technological 
means, making 
strong use of CDR 
through the 
deployment of 
BECCS. 

CO2 emission reductions are mainly achieved by …



The most misunderstood scenario of the IPCC 1.5°C report…

GtCO2/yr



Dangers of “Low Energy Demand” scenarios 
from Integrated Assessment Models

• If we 

– Reduce per-capita final energy demand by >33% in a decade

– Halve per-capita agricultural methane emissions in a decade

– Reduce CO2 emissions to zero by the 2050s then…

• We can still meet all SDGs and limit total future warming 
to 10-15 years of warming at the current rate.

• That’s 0.2-0.3°C, less than the warming that has 
occurred since the 1980s.

• So, everyone relax, we can stop global warming any time 
we want to.



So how should we interpret these model 
scenarios?

• Not as possible futures.

• Strongest results are 
the failures: 

– “model fails to 
converge”

– (i.e. everyone dies)

• No model converges 
with reduction rates 
faster than 2 GtCO2/yr
per year.



Models agree we can’t reduce faster than 2 GtCO2/yr per year & at 
this rate we are committed to 1.5°C even if we start reductions now



So if we are to limit warming in 2100 to 1.5°C, every tonne of CO2

dumped in the atmosphere before reductions begin has to be 
scrubbed out again before 2100
GtCO2/yr



Does the P1 scenario mean “we can do it by 
reducing demand” (i.e. no CCS or CDR)?



Back to how we interpret these model 
scenarios

• We can only do without 
CCS/CDR if we reduce 
demand substantially by 
2030.

• We are not reducing 
demand.

• So we need CCS/CDR.



Committed emissions from electricity 
power plants built before 2017

Pfeiffer et al (2018)



Committed emissions from electricity 
power plants built before 2017

Pfeiffer et al (2018)



Committed emissions including plants under 
construction and planned

Pfeiffer et al (2018)

Remaining 

“generation-only” 

emissions budget 

to limit warming to 

1.5°C



A detailed look at how this could actually 
happen



The evolution of carbon-based energy in 
Shell’s “Sky” scenario



The evolution of carbon-based energy in 
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The evolution of carbon-based energy in 
Shell’s “Sky” scenario



The evolution of carbon-based energy in 
Shell’s “Sky” scenario



Shell doesn’t tell us what policies to use, 
but everyone agrees we need a carbon price

Well, nearly 
everyone



Carbon prices in IAM mitigation scenarios

Note log scale!



So, have I got a better idea than carbon 
pricing?



A climate policy that does work: 
performance standards

Performance of US fridges



What performance standard for the fossil 
fuel industry would get us to net zero?

Probably not this one



Cost-effective well-below-2°C scenarios

Colours show 

total policy cost 

in US$2005

Total emissions 

in scenarios in 

IPCC WGIII 

“430-480ppm”

(lowest) 

scenario 

category

Figures courtesy of Richard Millar based on IIASA database



Another way of plotting well-below-2°C 
scenarios

Net fraction of 

extracted 

carbon that is 

re-injected 

through CCS, 

Bioenergy with 

CCS (BECCS) 

or Direct Air 

Capture (DAC) 

Delayed 

deployment of 

CO2 disposal is 

associated with 

mitigation costs 

>$60 T$2005/year

Figures courtesy of Richard Millar based on IIASA database

Quadratic 

increase of 

sequestered 

fraction with 

warming



A scenario for progressive CCS deployment

Net fraction of 

carbon

extracted that is 

re-injected 

through CCS:

1% by 2020

15% by 2030

100% by the 

time 

temperatures 

reach 2oC

Colours show 

total policy cost 

in US$2005



The remarkable economics of mandatory 
sequestration

• Suppose CO2 disposal initially costs $50/tCO2 sequestered
(enhanced oil recovery, use pure CO2 sources), rising to 
$250/tCO2 at net zero (combined CCS, BECCS & DAC).

• Cost per tCO2 fossil carbon sold: S(50+200S) where S is 
sequestered fraction. 

• This is equivalent to a carbon price of:

– $  0.52 /tCO2 at S=1% (mid-2020s)

– $12.00 /tCO2 at S=15% (mid-2030s)

– $250 /tCO2 at S=100% (before 2100)



Mandatory sequestration works – in 
principle

Gorgon gas project, Western Australia



Simple facts in an uncertain world

• To reach net zero by 2°C, the fraction of carbon 
extracted that is permanently sequestered must 
increase, on average, by 10% per 0.1°C warming from 
now on.

• Quadratic increase implies 4% sequestration by 2030.



Simple facts in an uncertain world

• To reach net zero by 1.5°C, the fraction of carbon 
extracted that is permanently sequestered must 
increase, on average, by 20% per 0.1°C warming from 
now on.

• Quadratic increase implies 16% sequestration by 2030.

• 16% sequestration would cost $10-15 per tCO2 even if 
the entire cost were passed on to the consumer.



Why environmentalists are right to opposed 
most current CCS projects – but not CCS 
itself

• Who is the main beneficiary of successful CCS 
development?

– The owners of fossil fuel assets

– Assuming fossil energy is priced at whatever the market will 
bear (not what it costs to extract), the marginal benefits of 
increased consumption go to the rent-holder, not the consumer

Why should her taxes be used to 
develop a technology to allow him to 
keep selling his product?



How the UK nearly solved the climate 
change problem – and no-one noticed

• “Within one year of this Act coming into force, the 
Secretary of State shall undertake a consultation on the 
measures requiring extractors and importers of 
petroleum to contribute to the development of carbon 
capture and storage.” (Amendment 34a of the Energy 
Bill, tabled by Lord Oxburgh, September, 2015)
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Why would fossil fuel companies, their 
shareholders, and resource-rich economies 
ever accept such a policy?



If you release fossil carbon into the ocean, 
you are liable for clean-up



But if you release it into the atmosphere, 
you aren’t. Why not?



The Oxford Martin Principles for Climate-
conscious Investment

• Commitment to net-
zero emissions.

– When, or by what global 
temperature?

• Profitable net-zero 
business model.

– Are you banking on a 
carbon bailout?

• Quantitative medium-
term targets.



Industry-wide sequestration targets to de-
risk fossil fuel assets

• Key risks for investors in the fossil fuel industry:

– Reputation

– Liability for climate change impacts

– Asset stranding through technological innovation

– Rent seizures to pay for mitigation or remediation (CDR)

• A progressive, industry-wide upstream sequestration 
program would address all these risks and ensure some 
fossil fuel assets remain profitable even in a net-zero 
world.



Annual average energy-related investments over the period 2016-
2050 in 4 scenario categories (Fig 2.27 SR1.5)

$830 bn = 

+37%

“4°C” “3°C” 2°C 1.5°C

Approx. 2.8% global GDP

Explanation 
courtesy of 
Elmar Kriegler



Annual average energy-related investments relative to energy-
related expenditure (assuming this follows GDP)
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Additional energy-related investment for 1.5°C is <1% of 
GDP, and <10% of current annual spending on energy

*



A practical proposal for making this 
happen

6. Establish a CCS Obligation System 
(paras 343-359) 

Government will also implement a 
CCS Obligation from the late 2020s 
as a means of giving a long-term 
trajectory to the fossil fuel and CCS 
industries. This will put an obligation 
on fossil fuel suppliers to the UK to 
sequester a growing percentage of 
the CO2 associated with that supply. 

Oxburgh et al, 2016: Report of the 
UK Parliamentary Committee on CCS
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